Antaragni 2017

G H Raisoni Institute of Engineering and Technology, Nagpur organized “Antaragini-17”,
Annual Social Gathering. The Annual day was bound to be a befitting occasion for the
spontaneous outburst of high spiritedness in a wide range of creativity. The celebration as
scheduled started with the warm welcome of the guests followed by sapling presentation to the
invitees and traditional lamp lightening ceremony. The chief guest for this event was Er.
Dewanath Bhoyar , Additional Vice President VIPL, and Guest of Honor were Dr. Niraj
Khaty, Controller of Examination RTMNU and Dr. O. S. Bihade ,Executive Director RGI. Dr.
M.B. Daigavane, Principal, Prof. M.J. Katira, Vice Principal, Prof. Sarvesh Rothe, Faculty In
charge , Deans and

Heads of all department were also present for the inauguration of

Antaragini-17. At the inaugural function, student president Miss. Pooja Pingale delivered an
introductory speech and Faculty In charge Prof. Sarvesh

Rothe

gave a brief account of

various events, , Dr. M.B. Daigavane welcomed the gathering, In his speech, He encouraged
students to take an active participation in all the cultural activities. He conveyed inspiring
quotation along with moral story "where there's a will there's a way" Dr. Niraj Khaty also
motivated students to participate in various cultural activities .Dr. O S Bihade ,in his speech
inspired students and told them that Antaragini platform provides an opportunity to the
students to showcase their hidden talent, apart from academic knowledge, such program give
way to improve a dynamic personality. The chief Guest Er. Dewanath Bhoyar delivered a
valuable speech. In his speech he gave much importance to the need for arranging such a
program . He encouraged the students for their laudable performance and conveyed to the
students “Learning is a life-long process, everyone needs to get themselves updated.” The
events of the 2 days-long program included fashion show, singing ,Mehandi Competition ,
recitation, dance, skit performing and chorus. The chief guest distributed prizes among the
participants who performed well in the function. However, everybody enjoyed the cultural
function and highly appreciated the organizers. The function revealed many aspects of our
culture before the audience. The event was hosted by Prof. Sarvesh Rothe . and coordinated
by Miss. Pooja Pingale.

